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When in 1836 they decided to set up a western Pacific mission field, Catholic Church 
authorities in Europe had no inkling of how quickly immigration would change the 
New Zealand scene. By March 1842 Catholic laity in Auckland had provided a 
chapel-house for a priest visiting from the north; by the end of the year Fr Petitjean 
was in residence there, charged with ministry both to the Europeans, and to the 
Catholic Maori scattered around the harbour, the gulf and Waiheke Island. At the end 
of January 1843 a wooden church was opened and doubled as a school. Later in the 
year Petitjean was freed to concentrate on his Maori mission when Fr Forest joined 
him. Forest had arrived in the middle of the previous year as a sort of inspector to 
report back to Marist authorities on the progress of the New Zealand mission. His 
round of visiting the various stations and preaching retreats to the missionaries 
completed, he did not return to France, but settled in Auckland till 1850, ministering 
to the Europeans and being officially appointed Rector in 1845. He was never in a 
situation that required him to learn Maori, and would later found European style 
parishes in Hutt Valley (1850) and Napier (1859); his experience presaged what 
would become the norm for most clergy. 

By 1850 there were roughly 2000 European Catholics in the vicinity of Auckland 
town. By then a larger hammered scoria church had replaced the wooden structure. It 
was the first stone building in Auckland, stood on the site of the present St Patrick's 
Cathedral; it provided for about 1000 Catholics of whom about a third practised their 
Faith regularly in Sunday worship.' (1) Roughly 15k to the south of the main centre, 
four villages had sprung up to provide for the Fencibles and their families: Onehunga, 
Otahuhu, Panmure and Howick; they were to provide a defensive screen across the 
Isthmus against possible Maori incursion from the Waikato. The Fencibles had been 
mostly recruited in Ireland and, when they began to arrive towards the end of 1847, 
about half of them proved to be Catholic. At each of the four villages the Bishop 
accepted Governor Grey's offer of land for church, residence, school and glebe in 
exchange for the services of a chaplain, so first one and then a second priest had to be 
withdrawn from the Maori mission to care for these families.'(2)  Ministry to 
Europeans needed resident priests; the mission to the Maori required priests to be 
constantly on the move, for progress depended on accepting invitations to visit pah 
and, after being formally received, on maintaining a circuit around these. 

This developing polarisation was aggravated by the outbreak of hostilities in the Bay 
of Islands in 1845. The Rector at Kororareka, Fr Baty, was away briefly in March 
making a retreat and missed the pillage of the town. The Catholic mission escaped 
damage, thus giving rise to unfounded suspicion that French missionaries had been in 
collusion with the Maori against the British. On his return he described the destruction 
in terms of Jeremiah's lament over Jerusalem, regretting more the fragmentation of his 
flock than the ruin of buildings. Instead of a mostly Maori congregation, he now had 
about 200 Catholic soldiers marched to Sunday Mass with musical escort. From then 
on Kororareka was ruined as an effective Maori mission station. What happened there 
was to be repeated elsewhere when the Land Wars put the Maori beyond the reach of 
European missionaries who perforce would find themselves absorbed by the growing 
needs of an immigrant Church. This unforeseen growth would in time lead 



administrators in Europe to view the New Zealand mission as the furthest outpost of 
the Catholic Irish diaspora around the British Empire, and so to begin to link it 
administratively with Australia. Their initial view of it, as an integral part of a South 
Pacific needing to be evangelised from paganism before heresy engulfed it, faded; so 
Bishop Pompallier's projection, presented in Rome in 1848, of Auckland as the 
Archdiocese of the ecclesiastical Province of Western Polynesia, was never followed 
through. 

Compared with other Christian denominations, Catholics were slow starters in the 
Pacific mission field. The Mariana Islands had been evangelised by Jesuits from the 
Philippines in the mid 17th century. Franciscans from Peru failed in attempt to 
establish themselves on the years before an appeal from a French sailor who had 
settled there brought a small group of French missionaries to the Sandwich Islands (= 
Hawaii) in 1827. (3) 

The publicity following Cook's voyages had not sparked an immediate Catholic 
missionary response, as it did from other Christian groups. Catholic concern for a 
pagan Pacific could not have been expected from England which (from a Catholic 
point of view) was still itself a missionary country: their normal full rights as citizens 
were not fully restored to Catholics in England till 1829, and dioceses with residential 
bishops were not re-established till 1850. In continental Europe, Church 
administration had been hampered by the French revolution, and then by Napoleon 
holding the Pope as hostage from 1807 to 1814, first at Savona (near Genoa) and then 
at Fontainebleau (near Paris). 

The first real Catholic planning for the Pacific came in January 1830 when Rome 
approved the new mission territory of the South Sea Islands; it ran from the equator 
south, with Easter Island on the east and New Zealand on the west. This was the end 
result of submissions made the previous year by Irish Captain Peter Dillon who had 
won public French acclaim for unravelling the mystery of the lost La Perouse 
expedition. Dillon had proposed the ship that annually provisioned the French fleet 
based at Brazil, Chile and Peru, could continue across the Pacific, dropping 
missionaries at various Island groups and picking up. potential catechists for training 
at a school to be established on Reunion Island, and then continue on to Le Havre. 
With some modifications his idea was adopted, and the Prefect Apostolic of Reunion 
Island (near Madagascar/Malagasay) was given jurisdiction over the new mission 
territory which included New Zealand. Before Dillon's status in the French navy was 
secured, the plan collapsed through political wrangling, never getting beyond the 
paper stage. (4) 

Meanwhile because of pressure brought to bear by American Protestant missionaries, 
the queen of Sandwich Islands expelled the Catholic group from her territory. To 
provide it with a wider field, in June 1833 Rome created the Vicariate of Eastern 
Oceania, supplied from Valparaiso. After waiting to see how this venture fared, on 10 
January 1836 Rome established the matching Vicariate of Western Oceania which 
included New Zealand, and then began finalising arrangements for missionaries to 
staff it. In the Lyons area of France a small group of priests had been seeking official 
recognition as the Society of Mary, its members called Marists after Mary, Mother of 
the Lord. Its inspiration was the Mary of the Acts of the Apostles, waiting in constant 
faith-filled prayer with the Apostles in the Cenacle for the outpouring of the Spirit at 
Pentecost. In offering approval, Rome invited the nascent society to accept the new 



mission field of Western Oceania; Jean-Baptiste Pompallier was appointed Bishop, 
and sailed from Le Havre on 24 December 1836 with a team of five Marist priests and 
four catechist brothers.' (5) 

Throughout most of this planning the Roman administration used the best atlas then 
available: Philippe Vandermaelen's Atlas universel de giographique physique, 
politique, statistique et mineralogiaque, published in Brussels in 1827. Its use of 
Oceania as the title for one of the six huge tomes into which the atlas was divided 
prompted the use of the same title for the new Pacific mission fields. To set their 
limits, on the map a line had been drawn from the Tropic of Cancer to Capricorn 
roughly following the 159th meridian (measured from Paris, not Greenwich); in the 
western half the southern boundary dipped below Capricorn to take in New 
Zealand.(6)  Australia was designedly excluded; the colonisation that had commenced 
there in 1788 had by 1834 led to an English Benedictine, Fr Polding, being 
consecrated as Bishop of New Holland and Van Diemen's Land. 

When the first band of missionaries left France for Western Oceania on Christmas 
Eve 1836 New Zealand was not its planned destination. More probably it would be 
New Guinea, but plans were open ended. It was left to Pompallier to decide where to 
establish a beach-head in the immense expanse entrusted to him, and he changed 
plans several times on the journey before deciding on New Zealand as his base. The 
group travelled via Cape Horn to Valparaiso from where it was at the mercy of 
available shipping. An American Protestant captain refused Catholic missionaries 
passage on his ship sailing directly west to New Zealand, so the party went via the 
Society Islands to Tonga which they reached in late October 1837. There they found 
Methodists (7)  already in possession, and were constrained to sail further north-west 
to Wallis. They had missed Captain Dillon at Tonga by about ten days; had they 
arrived under his patronage the outcome might have been diferent. Because the 
situation seemed favourable and neither island had Protestant missionaries already 
there, Pompallier left a priest and brother on both Wallis (= Uvea) and its adjacent 
island of Futuna. Having reconnoitred part of his territory in this way, by the time he 
reached Rotuma Pompallier had decided to abandon the possibility of settling at 
Ponape (= Ascension Is) and making his start in Micronesia; instead he would travel 
via Sydney to make his base in New Zealand. (8) 

When he disembarked at Totara Point Pompallier's staff was reduced to Father 
Catherin Servant SM and Brother Michel Colombon SM. They found that, by that 
time, there were 40 to 50 Catholics among early settlers in Northland. Among them 
was Thomas Poynton, an Irish migrant to Sydney in 1822 at the age of 19; there he 
married Mary Kennedy (Australian born of Irish parents) and the couple settled in the 
Hokianga in 1828 establishing a timber export business and a store. Unaware of his 
Church's planning for the Pacific and in the hope of hastening the arrival of a priest, 
on a visit to Sydney Poynton gave Polding title to a 2ha site for a church near his 
home on the Hokianga. During Pompallier's stopover in Sydney, Polding transferred 
the title to him and this gift of a site decided the Catholic mission's starting point. 
Nathaniel Turner, a Wesleyan minister, regarded the new arrivals as a threat; within a 
few days he had stirred up a group of about 50 of his Maori converts to converge on 
Poynton's home, expel the new missionaries and throw their religious possessions into 
the river. Poynton and others came to their rescue. He visited Turner to remonstrate 
about the inflammatory preaching, and won an assurance from other Protestants in 



Hokianga and Bay of Islands that the Catholic missionaries would not be molested. At 
first the Poyntons housed the three missionaries, but by mid-year they had their own 
house and chapel completed. At the Mass Pompallier celebrated in it on 29 June 1838, 
he preached for the first time in English and Maori, and regarded that occasion as a 
sign the Catholic church was implanted in New Zealand. 

He travelled in Northland as he was able. His priest companion, Catherin Servant, 
mostly stayed around the Hokianga and became a keen student of Maori language and 
custom; so much so that by the time he transferred to Futuna early in 1842 he had 
accumulated a sizeable dossier to send to France for the benefit of future missionaries. 
Some of it was published in the Annales de la Propagation de la Foi in 1841 and 1843. 
It was published in English in 1973 with the editorial comment: 

"Servant's work is the most complete account we have of a functioning Maori 
community in the Hokianga. ... we are shown an integrated society with its various 
aspects, ceremonies, beliefs and practices, in the best social account of the period in 
existence." (9) 

Until France had received word of where he had decided to settle and where to send 
reinforcements, Pompallier could not move far. In fact, Superiors in Europe grew 
impatient of waiting for news and despatched the second group via Valparaiso on 9 
September 1838, trusting that en route they would discover Pompallier's base. Six in 
all, three priests and three catechetist brothers, they arrived in the Bay of Islands on 16 
June 1839. 

Their arrival gave Pompallier the opportunity to remove to Kororareka, though 
Pompallier House (the only Catholic mission building still standing in modern 
Russell) was not undertaken until the fifth missionary group included a volunteer 
architect. It was never the Bishop's residence, but was built to house the mission press 
and serve as a storeroom.'(10)  After the first two departures from France, subsequent 
sailings were via the Cape of Good Hope. In all, there were 7 missionary sailings, the 
last leaving Toulon on 15 August 1842 and arriving in Bay of Islands on 18 February 
1843; there were no new arrivals till Pompallier returned from a visit to Europe in 
April 1850. In that initial five year period there arrived a total of 22 priests (nearly all 
Marists), 14 brother-catechetists and some lay volunteers; by 1850 the number of 
priests was reduced to twelve." (11) 

By 1842 sufficient intelligence had reached Lyons and Rome for the first sub-division 
of Pompallier's original mission territory to be effected with the creation of the 
Vicariate of Central Oceania on 23 August 1842. Up till this time New Zealand had 
absorbed nearly all the manpower sent to Oceania; thereafter Marists were directed to 
the tropics, and no more Marists came to New Zealand till 1859. In practice, this 
division (plus a second that followed soon after) limited Pompallier's territory to New 
Zealand, though at his request Tonga was temporarily restored to his jurisdiction to 
provide a haven should there come a time when a French bishop was no longer 
welcome in an English colony. 

Most of the pioneer missionaries saw evangelising the Maori as their primary role and 
responsibility, and had mixed reactions to the instant Church that began to arrive and 
make demands on their ministry. The situation varied in different localities, but 
overall in those early years, outside of Auckland, it was a predominately Maori 



Church with Europeans attending services geared to Maori needs. The Latin language 
used in formal worship was more unifying than divisive and, as they progressed in the 
languages, the priests preached in English and Maori. These bi-cultural foundations 
set an ideal seldom, if ever, reached again. As Pompallier's staff grew, he spread his 
men widely and from 1843 to 1850 the Catholic Maori mission fell into four distinct 
areas, each with its own characteristics and problems: the northern missions of 
Hokianga, Bay of Islands, Kaipara and Whangaroa; the Auckland Isthmus; the 
Waikato mission; and the Rotorua, Bay of Plenty and East Coast mission. (12)   
Figures collected in 1846 gave a total of a little over 5000 baptised Maori in these 
areas. By 1850 Maori converts in the southern areas had increased by at least 25%, 
while the northern missions had decreased markedly. 

Some of Pompallier's initial estimates of prospective converts to Catholicism were 
over enthusiastic as various chiefs pressed him for their own priests, but figures of 
actual baptisms are restrained and sober. Soon enough his men came to appreciate 
how tribal rivalries could make them welcome as a status symbol, or as a source of 
supply of coveted European goods. For the latter they were a disappointment as they 
rarely had anything to offer except the customary sticks of tobacco to pay for services 
rendered. If being a status symbol was their only means of entry, they were prepared 
to use it without being deceived by it, and progress towards baptism was usually long 
and laboured. In 1842 Thomas Chapman wrote of the Catholic influence in his 
Rotorua district: 

"You may depend upon it that if something is not done for these scattered districts we 
shall be beaten out of the field. The patience, diligence and Native way of going about 
of these priests, if they can only bring a little taonga to their help, will push us out of 
these starving scattered districts." (13) 

The taonga was a highly prized gift, probably in this case copies of the New 
Testament in Maori. 

"The basic approach to the Maori mission was given by Pompallier in his Instructions 
pour les travaux de la mission, dated January 184 1. He stressed the need for 
understanding of the Maori viewpoint and for a gradual exposition of Christian 
doctrine and morality. His 'Instructions' was in fact a very enlightened document for 
its time and its 89 pages compel admiration, for Pompallier carefully avoids the trap 
of seeing Maori ideas and customs as being anti-Christian because they were not 
European. The emphasis which he put on winning the Maoris by kindness and good 
example was undoubtedly the heart of his own approach to them, and together with 
his facility with the Maori language, goes a long way to explain why he was his own 
best missionary." (14) 

The big advantage of the Catholic missionaries was their celibate lives which left 
them free of any family ties and responsibilities. As necessary they lived in Maori 
communities, making a base in one and travelling endlessly round a circuit of others, 
establishing prayer groups which would gather morning and evening till the 
missionary returned to give further instruction on his next visit. There were few home 
comforts. From Maketu in 1841 Baty wrote that after he had had pork 18 times he 
knew it was Sunday. It was Fr Pezant whom Ensign Best described on Monday 5 
December 1842: 



"I never remember seeing a more miserable figure - Travel worn unshaven & 
unwashed he wore the tricornered hat of his order, his long coat and a kind of black 
petticoat were tucked up with the Skirts under his waistband and a pair of Old 
Wellington boots were drawn over his Trousers. From his neck hung a large crucifix 
and on his back was a kind of sack containing in every probability all he possessed in 
the world. He was returning to Tauronga which place he had left 3 weeks before and 
had left Rotorua for Maketu on Saturday." (15) 

The soutane (cassock), biretta, and black cumberband securing the foot of a crucifix, 
customary dress for a French missioner doing his rounds at home, no doubt seemed 
incongruous to Best seeing it on Papamoa Beach. The odds are the missionaries had 
little else to wear; even if they had, Pompallier regarded wearing the soutane as the 
equivalent of carrying a Catholic flag. 

As they grew in numbers in New Zealand, Protestant missionaries of various 
denominations had come to a gentlemen's agreement not to trespass on each other's 
patch. Pompallier and his men, regarding any but the Catholic version of Christianity 
as heresy, had no such reservations, though naturally found it easier to make a start 
among tribes that had not yet any Christian affiliation. But inevitably there were 
clashes where Catholic and Protestant Maori were in close proximity. Before their 
official recognition in 1836 as a religious order in the world-wide church, Marists had 
begun their mission work reviving faith in hill country areas around Lyons where the 
Revolution had resulted in religious apathy. This ministry brought them frequently 
into contact with irreligion, but not with evangelical Protestantism. Facing this in New 
Zealand was a new experience for them, and there was no meeting of minds. 
Protestants were heretics, a dead branch fallen from the main trunk of Christian 
tradition. For Protestants, Catholics had distorted the simple Gospel message with 
imposed dogma and Latin ritual, and so they personified the enemies of God 
described in the Book of Revelation. William Williams was typical; the editor of The 
Turanga Journals sums up the encounters recorded there: 

"When principle was involved, however, William Williams, like his brother, would 
make few sacrifices to affability. Roman Catholicism was anathema to him, and he 
was not prepared to live and let live with its missionaries when he met them on what 
he considered to be his territory .... Unlike the C.M.S. mission, the Catholic one did 
not initially expand through extended settlement, but through the journeyings of the 
itinerant priest, his mission on his back. It was this mobility which threw the C.M.S. 
missionaries into such a flurry of anxiety and activity to shore up, in particular, the 
vulnerable Bay of Plenty-East Coast area." (16) 

Pompallier's Instructions included guidance on how his men were to refute the 
calumnies and errors of Protestant missionaries. He stressed the need to be kind and 
gentlemanly in dealing with the Protestant, and reminded his priests to be careful "not 
to wound his pride or his self-respect; not engaging in dispute with too much anger or 
emotion... As for the missionaries, see them little, pray for them, refute among the 
people the errors and systematic calumnies they employ against the Catholic Church. 
Avoid, however, in the words said or letters written any kind of personality." (17) 

In the field these guidelines were not always observed, particularly when the 
invitation to debate came from the opposition. Protestant diaries recording some of 
these confrontations are accessible to the student. The Catholic slant on them is more 



difficult to assess, the records being mostly in French and held in France and later 
Rome. Extracts from letters of Catholic missionaries funded from France were 
published in the bi-monthly bulletin Annales de la Propagation de la Foi, and included 
material from New Zealand. The editor of the periodical took some liberties with his 
copy to provide satisfactory reading for mission supporters at home - Catholicism had 
to be seen making progress against paganism and heresy. To date little methodical 
study has been done to check extant original letters, available on microfilm in the 
Turnbull Library, against extracts published in the Annales. Several other later works 
based on the Annales, in English as well as French, need to be used with the same 
caution and criticism. In 1954, the canonisation of Fr Peter Chanel, martyred on 
Futuna Island 28 April 1841, provided the occasion for scholarly checking against 
extant originals of those of his letters published in the Annales. The editorial liberty 
demonstrated there no doubt extended over the entire series." (18) 

During this pioneer period, the bulk of the funding came from the French Society for 
the Propagation of the Faith. A group of Lyons business men had founded this in 
1822, building on the initiative of a young French working woman, Pauline Jaricot; 
three years previously, at the age of 19, she had begun a pyramid system of 10 friends 
collecting a weekly sou from 10 others to help bankroll French foreign missionaries. 
The movement snowballed through France, and by 1836 had spread through most of 
Europe. A council of laymen in Lyons annually allocated money world wide 
according to the various mission needs presented to it, and these allocations were 
published in the Annales. With Marist headquarters in Lyons, Western Oceania's 
requirements were well documented for the council to consider, and up to 1845 
Pompallier's mission received £37,156. Of this total sum, £21,247 was received in 
New Zealand, the balance having been spent on equipping missionaries and paying 
fares and expenses for the journey out. 

It is impossible to translate this funding effectively into modem values, currency and 
buying power. It was never enough for Pompallier's overall needs, and there were 
periods when his men in the field were reduced to abject poverty. Somehow 
Pompallier kept it all going, often on money borrowed at high interest in New Zealand 
on the security of the following year's allocation - a method a modem biographer has 
dubbed triple entry book-keeping." (19)  Some of his projects were ill-advised, so one 
of his priests commented, "We are like an army that has used up some of its 
ammunition in fireworks." (20)  Travel expenses by sea around the New Zealand 
coast were enormously expensive; chartering a ship for Central Oceania was even 
worse; but Pompallier found by sad experience that buying and running his own 
schooner was even more ruinous, and his Sancta Maria took him to the brink of 
bankruptcy as well as to Wallis in 1842. 

The Societe Francaise de l'Oceanie was a lay venture supported by Marists to ease this 
on-going financial burden of transport. Partly inspired by the 1797 L.M.S voyage with 
the Duff, it was set up as a trading company whose ships and profits would provide 
missionaries and their supplies with free transport around the Pacific. Its flagship, 
L'Arche d'Alliance [Ark of the Covenant] and three smaller brigs sailed the Pacific 
through 1846 till the end of 1848; before the New Zealand mission could derive any 
direct benefit from it, the company failed commercially when its Tahiti agent proved 
to be a rogue. (21)  Till 1846 when the last French naval vessel retired from New 
Zealand waters, Catholic missionaries occasionally travelled courtesy of the French 



Navy. However, they were careful to avoid any compromise of their political 
independence, lest they draw New Zealand into the intrigues of the Central Pacific 
where England and France were vying with each other for spheres of power and 
commercial interest in the wake of Christian missionaries. Though the Catholic 
mission was officially under the protection of the French government represented by 
its naval ships on station in New Zealand waters, Pompallier had clearly established 
an apolitical stance at the Treaty of Waitangi, and he wanted nothing to compromise 
this. (22)   

There was little outreach south of Mokau, Rotorua, Taupo and Mahia. In the original 
1840 Wellington settlement there was a core of well-born English Catholics, who fa 
quickly organised Sunday worship and instruction for the growing Catholic 
community. By early 1843 these had engaged their own priest, Fr O'Reily, who found 
a European flock of about 250. At the end of that year Pompallier gave him Fr Comte 
as assistant for the Maori. Comte soon moved to Otaki where he built up a flourishing 
Catholic community around a farm development project similar to Octavius 
Hadfield's in the same locality. In his 10 years based at Otaki, Comte ranged widely 
along the west coast between Wellington and Wanganui and inland. 

Pompallier had two priests and a brother waiting at Akaroa by the time the 53 French 
and German settlers landed from the Compte de Paris on 19 August 1840. It was 
mainly through the insistence of the French commandant that the missionaries 
remained there as long as they did. Compared with the needs in the north, there were 
too few Maori on Banks Peninsula to warrant a full time priest, and most of these 
were already spoken for. By 1840 a Maori convert had brought Methodism to Port 
Levy; about the same time Te Rauparaha's freed slaves returned to Banks Peninsula 
after having had contact with Anglicanism at Otaki. So, on his own authority, Comte 
returned north in March 1842. His companion Fr Tripe, a middle-aged volunteer from 
a flourishing French parish, soldiered on alone, became a figure of fun for the Maori, 
grew disheartened by the apathy of the French settlers to his ministry among them, 
returned to the north in November 1842 and soon after to France. Comte visited 
Akaroa four times from Otaki till 1850 when a second attempt was made to establish a 
mission there; this would also prove abortive when the Canterbury Association 
evicted the priests in 1851 to resell the Catholic Church land.'(23)   

Late in 1840 Pompallier visited Otago Harbour and Moeraki, but on three subsequent 
visits to the South Island he never went beyond Akaroa. In 1844 he visited Nelson 
Catholics with O'Reily, who thereafter made an annual visit till Fr Garin was 
appointed to Nelson in 1850. After the second failure at Akaroa, apart from a few 
visits by priests from Wellington, there was no official Catholic presence south of 
Nelson till a mission was successfully established at Christchurch in 1860. 

For a variety of reasons there had been continuing and growing tensions between the 
Bishop and the Marists working under him. The consecration of Philippe Viard as 
assistant Bishop gave Pompallier the opportunity early in 1846 to leave his mission to 
report on it at Lyons and Rome. Rome solved the problem in 1848 by making 
Auckland a diocese north of a line drawn around the 39th parallel; for this Pompallier 
would become residential bishop and would have to find his own clergy. The rest of 
New Zealand was to be the Diocese of Port Nicholson under Viard who would be 
based in Wellington with Marist clergy. The decree became effective in April 1850 



with Pompallier's return, and by then trends for the future had been set, a new chapter 
began in New Zealand's Catholic history. 
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